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Longitudinal 2 × 2 Switching Configurations
Based on Thermo-Optically Addressed
Dielectric-Loaded Plasmonic Waveguides
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Abstract—Longitudinal 2 × 2 thermo-optic switches based on
dielectric-loaded plasmonic circuitry are thoroughly studied using
vectorial numerical tools, i.e. an eigenmode solver and a beam
propagation method, implemented with the finite-element technique. The switching configurations studied are based on the
Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) and a novel multi-mode
interference (MMI) design. Both components offer improved
performance, with respect to comparable microring-based ones,
exhibiting larger bandwidth and output-port extinction-ratio,
allowing values up to 30dB. The reference MZI configuration has
better overall performance when compared to the MMI, mainly
in terms of available bandwidth.
Index Terms—Dielectric-loaded plasmonic waveguide, Plasmonic components, Thermo-optic effect, Beam propagation
method, Mach-Zehnder interferometer, Multi-mode interference.

I. I NTRODUCTION
HE potential of optical components utilizing surface
plasmon polaritons (SPPs) has attracted an increasing interest in recent years. SPPs are electromagnetic surface waves
coherently coupled to collective oscillations of a metal’s free
electron density [1]. Optical waveguides of sub-wavelength
dimensions comprising a metal-dielectric interface can potentially support highly-confined plasmonic modes [2], [3].
As a result, components based on the emerging plasmonic
technology are capable of delivering the enormous optical
bandwidth in nanophotonic circuits [4], [5]. To this end,
manipulation and routing of SPP waves are at the forefront of
research aimed at developing the next generation of integrated
devices for optical interconnects [6], [7], [8].
Passive plasmonic components cannot rival the respective
silicon-based ones in terms of propagation losses. However,
the neighboring of a conductor and an insulator, inherent in
all plasmonic components, opens the way to a wide range of
functionalities that are challenging, inefficient or impossible to
implement in silicon-based components. Moreover, the breach
of the diffraction limit proclaimed by 2D (thin-film) plasmonic
configurations, although still far from the application-level, has
proven the potential of this technology for use in nanophotonic
integration.
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In order for tuning functionalities to be efficiently implemented in components utilizing SPPs, several approaches
have been proposed. The most prominent are based, in order of chronological appearance and conceptual complexity,
on thermo-optical [9], [10], [11], electro-optical [12], [13]
and all-optical [14], [15] effects. Other tunable plasmonic
components rely on more elaborate effects and materials
such as ferro-electric films [16], photochromic molecules [17]
and nematic liquid-crystals [18]. All these approaches offer
distinct comparative advantages. In terms of response time,
the all-optical effects are without match, exhibiting sub-psec
switching times. In terms of chip-scale integration efficiency,
the components exploiting electro-optic effects are the most
promising, occupying sub-micron dimensions and operating
in a low power-density regime [13]. In terms of componentlevel simplicity and application perspectives, the thermo-optic
effect has probably the highest potential, constituting a well
conceived and more mature approach.
A typical challenge in all plasmonic components designed
for nanophotonic applications, is balancing the tradeoff between lateral confinement and propagation length. A wellestablished candidate for high-density, tunable, photonic components is the dielectric-loaded surface-plasmon polariton
(DLSPP) waveguide [19]. The DLSPP waveguide offers several comparative advantages over other proposed integrated
plasmonic waveguides [20], [21], [22], [23]: Firstly, it is
technologically simple, consisting of a dielectric ridge residing
on a metallic film, and thus straightforward to fabricate.
Secondly, it exhibits relatively strong guiding combined with
tolerable propagation losses. Thirdly, the loading material
that forms the guiding ridge of the waveguide can be an
addressable material, e.g. a thermo-optic or nonlinear polymer,
therefore introducing tuning functionalities. Finally, it has been
recently demonstrated [24] that the DLSPP waveguide can
be compatible with the mature silicon-photonics platform,
Silicon-on-Insulator (SOI), effectively allowing the merging
of the two platforms in a single chip.
This work focuses on the theoretical analysis and numerical investigation of longitudinally arranged 2 × 2 switching
configurations implemented on the DLSPP waveguide platform. The thermo-optic effect was chosen for the switching,
being conceptually the simplest, the most straightforward to
apply to DLSPP circuitry and having been demonstrated in
component-level experiments [25]. Nevertheless, the analysis
presented here is also applicable to other effects of similar
nature, i.e. those consisting of an externally induced mate-
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II. P LASMONIC WAVEGUIDING P LATFORM
The default dimensions of all DLSPP waveguides used in
this work are, unless otherwise explicitly stated, those depicted
in Fig. 1(a).
The polymer ridge is w × h = 500 × 600nm2 , dimensions ensuring single-mode operation and minimal lateralextent (x-width) of the mode profile in the C-band telecommunication wavelengths (λ0 ≈ 1.55µ m), as confirmed by
the parametric investigation presented in Fig. 1(b). The effective width, Weff , is defined as the
full-width at halfR
maximum across the x-dimension of |Ey (x, y)|dy. The effective area
RR of the mode
RR in the waveguide cross-section is
Aeff , ( |E|2 dxdy)2 /( |E|4 dxdy). For the dimensions of
choice, Weff ∼ 0.8µ m and Aeff ∼ 0.5µ m2 .
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rial index-change. The switch configurations considered are
based on Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) and multi-mode
interference (MMI) designs. Our interest is mainly focused
on the MMI design, being relatively uncharted and more
complex compared to the much simpler benchmark MZI
design. Alternative DLSPP waveguide switching components
derived from add/drop filters comprising ring/racetrack resonators have been numerically investigated and experimentally
evaluated [26], [25]. The main advantage of those structures,
over the longitudinal ones examined in this work, is their
reduced footprint-size. However, fundamental limitations to
their performance, owing to the inherently lossy plasmonic
nature, have been revealed: When operated as symmetric 2 × 2
switches, unbalanced behavior in their output ports (“through”
and “drop”) is observed, with respect to the extinction ratio
(ER) and the insertion loss (IL) level attained [26]. On the
contrary, both longitudinal designs studied herein generally
exhibit comparable ER and IL levels at their output-ports. Furthermore, the use of high-efficiency thermo-optic polymers can
directly improve the MZI and MMI switch performance; the
respective improvement expected in resonator-based designs
is not proportional. Additionally, these longitudinal designs
do not incorporate structural features that would demand for
high-precision fabrication requirements; the narrow gaps of
the resonant designs are challenging to resolve and moreover
considerably affect the component performance. Finally, it will
be shown that the designs to be presented are comparable
to silicon-based thermo-optic modulators [27], [28], [29], and
occupy at most 10 × 100µ m2 footprint, with sub-mW power
consumption and switching times < 2µ sec.
The paper is organized as follows: Following this introduction, Section II presents the reference parameters of the
DLSPP waveguide adopted. Sections III and IV provide the
extensive analysis and evaluation of the MZI and MMI switch
designs, respectively. Each of these Sections is broken down
in two parts: a theoretical modeling based on an eigenmode
analysis and an evaluation by means of the beam-propagation
method (BPM), which is the de-facto numerical tool for longitudinally arranged structures. Both numerical tools employed,
i.e. the eigenmode solver and the BPM, are fully-vectorial
and custom-built based on the rigorous finite-element method
(FEM). Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V along with
a brief discussion.
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Fig. 1. (a) The DLSPP waveguide used in this work. The default values of
the annotated cross-section parameters are w = 500nm and h = 600nm, for the
polymer layer, and wAu = 3µ m and tAu = 100nm, for the gold-film layer. (b)
Effective area and width of the fundamental TM00 mode, with respect to the
polymer ridge width, at λ = 1.55µ m. The polymer thickness is 600nm and
the gold-film dimensions are fixed at 100nm×3µ m. The arrows indicate the
minimum of each curve and the shaded area corresponds to the multi-mode
region. In the inset, the transverse mode profile of the major electric field
component (Ey ), for the chosen polymer width of 500nm.

The gold-film is characterized by a refractive index of
0.55 − j11.5 [30] and is 100nm-thick providing optical isolation between the DLSPP mode and the stripe SPP mode
supported by the oxide/gold interface. For the purpose of
thermal addressing, the gold-film has to be restricted to a finite
width [31]: Reduction of the metal width increases the current
density and thus facilitates the thermal switching, while, at
the same time, it slightly increases the losses suffered by the
DLSPP mode. A nominal gold-film width of 3µ m is chosen
as a compromise between these competing effects, keeping
the required power consumption at low levels and at the same
time marginally affecting the propagation length.
In this work, the DLSPP waveguide comprises a thermooptic polymer characterized by a high thermo-optic coefficient
(TOC) of −3 × 10−4 K−1 , along with a typical refractive
index of 1.5 at room temperature. The reference value of
the maximum temperature-shift for the thermo-optic switching
adopted is ∆T = 100K. These values are representative of
currently available Polysiloxane materials [32]. In the context
of the numerical methods used in this paper, the thermo-optic
effect is implemented as a reduction of the refractive index
of the polymer, uniform across its entire transverse extent;
this is based on thermal analysis of DLSPP waveguides with
thermo-optic polymers [33] which revealed that, at steadystate, only a negligible temperature gradient is developed
across the polymer. This is not the case in other plasmonic
waveguides, such as the stripe geometry [11]. Switching times
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middle of the addressed arm, and two ground-contacts on each
end of it. These details exceed the scope of the present work,
which focuses on the optical design aspects.
A. Design Aspects of the MZI Switch

The key specification of any 2 × 2 switch, apart from its
insertion
losses (IL), is the output-port extinction ratio (ER)
Input
DSB attained in the CROSS and BAR states. The ER is throughout
Dgap
3dB-coupler
this work defined as the guided-power ratio between the two
output-ports when only one input-port is fed. Positive (or
Fig. 2. Schematic of the 2 × 2 MZI switch with annotation of its structural negative) ER values, expressed in dB, denote a BAR (or
parameters. The input/output 3dB-couplers (inset) are identical and symmetric CROSS) state. In symmetric switches like this MZI, Fig. 2,
along the z-axis. All other structure parameters are those given in the caption both input/output-ports and hence switch-states are of equal
of Fig. 1.
importance. Consequently, we need to define an aggregate ER
in order to characterize the component performance, without
any reference to a heated/unheated or BAR/CROSS state.
in the order of 1-2µ sec are predicted [33], that are deemed
This aggregate value, ERmin , is customarily equal the lowest
sufficient for high-throughput optical interconnect applications
(worst-case) of the two states, in absolute dB value, i.e.
[7], [8].
ERmin = min{|ERCROSS |, |ERBAR |}.
The combined structure of polymer ridge and metallic film
The predominant parameter of the MZI switch is the arm
resides on a silicon dioxide (nSi02 = 1.45) buffer-layer grown
length needed to attain a π -phase-shift, in accordance with the
on a silicon (nSi = 3.45) substrate. The oxide-layer thickness
thermo-optic efficiency available, quantified by the polymeris 1µ m, as in commercially available SOI wafers, assuring
index change (∆n). In the context of our analysis, this index
adequate optical isolation between the the DLSPP mode and
change is assumed uniform across the transversal cross-section
the silicon-substrate modes.
and equal to the temperature-shift (∆T ) times the thermooptic coefficient (TOC) of the material, ∆n = ∆T × TOC, as
III. M ACH -Z EHNDER I NTERFEROMETER S WITCH
already discussed in Section II. It is intuitively understood that
The MZI switching configuration is conceptually the sim- a compromise can be made between the component length and
plest approach to a 2 × 2 thermo-optic switch [34]. The the temperature-shift employed. However, it should be kept in
switch, Fig. 2, comprises, apart from the two parallel de- mind that longer arms correspond to higher insertion losses,
coupled waveguide arms where the phase-shifting takes place, something to be avoided in the inherently lossy plasmonic
two 3dB-couplers to implement the input/output routing. The circuitry.
Adopting a simple transfer matrix analysis and assuming
operation principle is the following: An impinging optical
wave in one input-port of the input 3dB-coupler is equally ideal 3dB-couplers, reveals that when both MZI arms are
divided between its two outputs that feed the MZI arms. When unheated, the 2 × 2 switch is in the CROSS state, regardless
the propagation along the MZI arms accumulates a zero (π ) of the arm length. The ER at the heated temperature-state,
relative phase-shift, then, the switch is in the CROSS (BAR) corresponding to the BAR switch-state, is given by
µ
¶
state, meaning that light recombines on the output-port of the
2 π LMZI
ERBAR = tan
,
(1)
output 3dB-coupler that is opposite (on the same side as) the
2 Lπ
component input-port. Switching is effectuated by controlling
the refractive index of the addressable MZI arm, which in as a function of the arm length (LMZI ). The characteristic
turn regulates of the phase-shift between the two arms. The length for π -phase-shift (Lπ ) at a given wavelength λ0 equals
refractive index change is induced by the thermo-optic effect,
λ0 /2
Lπ =
,
(2)
i.e., through current flow in the gold-film and subsequent
|neff,(U) − neff,(H) |
heating of the polymer guiding ridge.
In the MZI structure, care should be taken in the positioning where neff,(U) − neff,(H) = ∆nU−H
is the effective-index differeff
of the heating-electrode contacts (source and ground) in order ence between the unheated (“U”) and heated (“H”) states. In
to confine the heating-current flow only along the addressable order to make Eq. (1) more readily usable, the temperatureMZI arm. If the two contacts are placed on each end of the induced shift of the effective index (∆nU−H
eff ) can be expressed
arm, then gaps in the gold-film need to be used to channel as a function of the polymer material-index change (∆n). It
the current. This practice would introduce losses, proportional is expected that only a fraction of the material-index change
to the length of the gaps; these are estimated to be negligible will be reflected onto the effective-index change [33]. A 2D
for 100nm-long gaps and growing up to 2dB for a 500nm- finite-element based eigenmode analysis [35] of the reference
gap. A more favorable approach, avoiding the gold-film gaps, DLSPP waveguide, Fig. 1, revealed a quasi-constant scaling
involves the use of more electrode-contacts and leads to a factor f∆n = ∆nU−H
eff /∆n in the range of 0.837 ± 0.02 for
somewhat increased footprint of the addressing circuit. In such wavelengths 1550 ∓ 50nm. Equation (2) can now be recast
a configuration, the source-contact would be placed in the in a suitable form to more accurately estimate the MZI arm
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Equation (3) quantifies the compromise between component
length and switching-temperature, and leads to LMZI ≈ 30.9µ m
at the design wavelength and for the nominal thermo-optic
parameters adopted.
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LMZI ≡ Lπ :
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Fig. 3.
Numerically calculated (FE-BPM) output-port ER for the BAR
(heated) state as a function of the MZI-arm length (LMZI ) for three temperature
shifts (∆T = 90, 100, 110K). The light dotted lines correspond to the theoretically predicted ER values according to the eigenmode analysis, Eqs. (1)-(3).
The ER of the CROSS (unheated) state, attained at ∆T = 0, equals 43dB and
is practically independent of LMZI .
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In this Subsection, the predictions of the simple eigenmodebased model of Subsection III-A will be numerically verified
by simulating the complete component with a custom-built
beam propagation method (BPM) [34]. Our fully-vectorial
BPM is based on the rigorous finite-element method (FEM)
[36], [37], [38], therefore accurately satisfying the boundary
conditions on the dielectric/metal interfaces. Moreover, wideangle multi-stepping propagation schemes based on Padé polynomial approximations up to (4, 4) order [39], [34] have been
used for the longitudinally-varying portions of the MZI switch,
i.e. the input/output 3dB-couplers. The BPM is a highly suited
choice for analyzing long axially-arranged structures that exhibit very small levels of back-reflections. The main advantage
is that it requires only a fraction of the computational resources
in comparison to full-wave methods, such as 3D-FEM or the
Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) method. At the same
time, as the method applicability conditions are fully met in
all components studied in this paper, the agreement between
our BPM and FEM or FDTD is excellent.
Before proceeding to the finite-element BPM (FE-BPM)
modeling of the entire switch, we focus on the design of the
input/output 3dB-couplers. This task consists of appropriately
selecting the intervening structural parameters, depicted in
Fig. 2, in order to achieve equal splitting at the design wavelength, λ = 1.55µ m. Setting values LSB = 10µ m, DSB = 6µ m
and Dgap = 400nm leads to LP ≈ 900nm for 3dB-splitting,
according also to [34]. This set of dimensions ensures that the
fabrication resolution requirements are minimal and can be
met with most available lithographic techniques, while also
restricting the component footprint to low values. The total
insertion losses of the 3dB-couplers are estimated with the
FE-BPM to be below 3dB, accounting for both propagation
and bend losses. Finally, the bandwidth of the 3dB-couplers
was numerically assessed, revealing that the variation of the
output-port split-ratio (SR) and the phase-difference (∆Φ) have
a limited effect on the overall component performance inside
the C-band (1520-1580nm). The transfer matrix model of
the complete MZI switch predicts that ER > 10dB can be
attained at the output of the component, if the deviation in the
SR (or ∆Φ) of the identical 3dB-couplers from its nominal
value, i.e. 0dB (or 90◦ ), is less than 0.7dB (or 18◦ ). These
limits are satisfied by the proposed 3dB-couplers in a range
of approximately 100nm around the central design wavelength.
In the remainder of this Section, we undertake the evaluation of the predictions presented in Subsection III-A. To
this end, the attained ER-sensitivity of the entire component
was numerically calculated as a function of the MZI arm
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Fig. 4.
Numerically calculated (FE-BPM) output-port ER for the BAR
(heated) state as a function of the temperature shift (∆T ) for three MZIarm lengths (LMZI = 30.9 ± 5µ m). The light dotted lines correspond to the
theoretically predicted ER values.

length, the temperature shift and the operating wavelength by
means of the full-vector FE-BPM. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate
the numerically calculated ER for the BAR (heated) state
as a function of arm-length (LMZI ) and temperature-shift
(∆T ), respectively. The predictions of the theoretical model of
Eqs. (1)-(3) are also plotted with light dotted trend-lines that
highlight the qualitative agreement of the two approaches, i.e.
the numerical FE-BPM simulations and the simple eigenmodebased model. It is evident that longer components can operate
at lower temperature shifts at the obvious expense of increased
insertion losses. The ERCROSS ≈ 43dB, attained at ∆T = 0, is
practically independent of LMZI , affected only by the 3dBcouplers. Finally, the dispersion of ER in the vicinity of the
telecommunication C-band is depicted in Fig. 5. The response
of the component is very broadband, exhibiting an ER > 20dB
in a 73nm window around the central design wavelength; the
−10dB bandwidth is approximately 50nm.
The concluding remark on this component concerns its total
insertion losses (IL). The BPM simulations indicated that the
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Fig. 5. Numerically calculated (FE-BPM) dispersion of the full MZI 2 × 2
switch output-port ER for each state. The minimum ER of the component is
marked with the grey-shaded region. The unheated (CROSS, solid blue line)
state is for ∆T = 0 and the heated (BAR, dotted red line) for ∆T = 100K.
The length of the MZI arms is LMZI = 30.9µ m.

propagation losses of the longitudinally invariant MZI arms are
very close to those predicted by the modal characteristics of
the reference waveguide, i.e. Lprop ≈ 43µ m (or 0.1dB/µ m).
The insertion losses of the complete component, including
the aggregate (resistive and bend) losses of the 3dB-couplers,
are below 9dB and do not vary appreciably within the Cband spectral window. In order to further minimize insertion
losses, the inner S-bent arms of the 3dB-couplers can also be
heated to contribute to the required MZI arm length. Finally,
heating applied to the 3dB-couplers could potentially provide a
limited extent of wavelength tuning. The component footprint
is roughly 75 × 10µ m2 .
IV. M ULTI -M ODE I NTERFERENCE S WITCH
The MZI approach for 2 × 2 switching presented in Section III employs thermo-optic control of the relative phase-shift
between two entirely decoupled single-mode waveguide arms.
In this Section, a switching approach based on interference
multi-mode waveguides will be presented. If the width of
the DLSPP waveguide exceeds a certain threshold value [19],
then, apart from the fundamental mode, it will also support
at least one higher order mode. The major transverse electricfield component, i.e. Ey for the DLSPP waveguide of Fig. 1,
of the fundamental (higher order) mode is symmetric (antisymmetric) along the width of the waveguide. In such a
waveguide, an excitation of both the symmetric and the antisymmetric mode will lead to the periodic beating between
them, manifested as a serpentine zigzag pattern. Such structures are called multi-mode interference (MMI) waveguides
[40] and can also be used for routing and switching via thermooptic control of the beating between the two propagating
modes. The mode beating is quantified by the beating length
(LB ) that is given by
LB =

λ0 /2
,
∆nS−A
eff

(4)

S
A
where ∆nS−A
eff , neff − neff is the effective propagation index
difference of the fundamental (symmetric, “S”) and the first
higher-order (anti-symmetric, “A”) mode. In the context of a
2 × 2 switching component, Fig. 6, if light is launched into
one input port and the MMI-waveguide length is an even

Input
Y-combiner

DSB
W MMI

Fig. 6. Schematic of the 2×2 MMI switch structural parameters. The thermooptic addressing only affects the z-invariant MMI waveguide. The bottom
right-hand corner inset depicts the input/output Y-junction (combiner/splitter)
design adopted; note that, apart from the tapered part of length LT , the Sbend waveguides’ width is also tapered along LSB , from the nominal width
of 500nm to WT /2. In this design, the only parameter varying between the
input/output Y-junctions is WT .

(or odd) multiple of the beating length, then, the device will
operate in the BAR (or CROSS) state. Heating of the MMIwaveguide results in a change to the difference of the effective
propagation indices of its two modes, and hence, in a change to
the beating length LB . The thermo-optically controlled switch
investigated in this Section is based on this effect.
A. Eigenmode Analysis of the MMI Waveguide
Naturally, the first step in our MMI switch design is the
eigenmode analysis of the MMI waveguide cross-section,
aiming at the investigation of the supported modes, whose
interference is employed for the switching. The structural
parameter mainly controlling the performance of the proposed MMI switch, apart from the temperature-induced index
change, is the width of the wide waveguide, WMMI . The MMI
waveguide must be sufficiently wide to support one higherorder (anti-symmetric) DLSPP mode, but it must not surpass
the cut-off threshold width of the third mode. Employing a
finite-element based eigenmode solver [35], we calculated the
effective propagation indices and propagation lengths of the
guided-modes supported by the MMI waveguide as a function
of WMMI . The width of the gold-film was kept constant at
WAu = 3µ m. The results of this numerical investigation are
presented in Fig. 7 where the grey-shaded region corresponds
to the valid widths for thermo-optic switching. This is the
range from the cut-off width of the second mode supported
in the heated state up to the cut-off width of the third mode
in the unheated state, Fig. 7(a). Finally, in Fig. 7(b), we note
that the losses of the fundamental and the higher-order mode(s)
are appreciably different. This important aspect of the DLSPP
MMI-switch design will be addressed in detail in the following
Subsection.
In the insets of Fig. 7, the intensity distributions of the dominant Ey component of the first three DLSPP modes (TM00 ,
TE00 and TM10 ) are presented. In order to clarify the highermode nomenclature adopted, it is instructive to stress that, in
contrary to the fundamental DLSPP mode that is clearly quasiTM, the two higher-order modes supported are strongly hybrid.
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limitations.
In the context of this analytical model, the straight MMI
waveguide is modeled solely by the propagation constants
extracted from the eigenmode analysis of Subsection IV-A, i.e.
the neff and Lprop . Another important aspect of the modeling
is the input/output Y-junction design, Fig. 6. The input Yjunction (combiner) is modeled by the power excitation-ratio
(RS/A ) between the symmetric and anti-symmetric modes of
the output MMI-waveguide, when only one of the input ports
is excited. The output Y-junction (splitter) is considered for
simplicity as symmetrical, i.e. Rout
S/A ≡ 1. Subsequently, the
scalar field envelopes at the two output ports of the component
(E1 , E2 ), expressed as a function of the MMI-waveguide length
(z), are given by the superposition of the symmetric and
antisymmetric mode:
q
E1,2 (z) = ES (z) ± EA (z) = RS/A e−γS z ± e−γA z .
(5)
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Polymer Width (nm)
Fig. 7. (a) Effective index and (b) propagation length for the three first modes
of the MMI waveguide as a function of polymer-loading width (WMMI ). The
two temperature states are the unheated (“U”, ∆T = 0) and the heated (“H”,
∆T = 100K). Sample intensity distributions of the major transverse electric
field component (Ey ) on the waveguide cross-section are displayed as insets.
The polymer thickness is 600nm and the gold-film dimensions are fixed at
100nm×3µ m.

This means that distinguishing the modes as quasi-TE or -TM
is not straightforward. The safest criterion is the back-tracking
of each mode from the regime where its polarization is evident,
namely the corresponding slab waveguide, i.e. the limiting case
of very large loading width [19]. Extrapolating back to our
nominal-width DLSPP waveguide, we conclude that, as the
ridge width increases, the second and third modes to appear
can be classified as TE00 and TM10 , respectively. However,
as both modes share similar transverse field distributions, it
is anticipated that they can be excited almost equally well,
provided that the impinging wave at the waveguide input has
an anti-symmetric part in its Ey component. For these reasons
we limit the polymer-width range to the grey-shaded region
of Fig. 7.
B. MMI Switch Design Aspects
In order to gain further insight into the MMI switching,
and prior to employing heavy numerical simulations (FEBPM), we adopt a simple analytical model to describe the
mode beating. We stress that this theoretical approach is by
no means a substitute for robust numerical modeling; our
aim is to assess the MMI-switch performance in terms of the
attained extinction ration (ER), to qualitatively demonstrate the
device operation and to reveal any fundamental performance

In Eq. (5), the (±) sign is for output-ports 1 and 2, respectively, and γq = (1/2Lprop ) + j2π neff /λ is the propagation
constant that depends on the state of the switch (unheated
or heated) and the mode order q = {S, A} ≡ {TM00 , TE00 }.
The extinction ratio acquired at a given temperature state
is ER(z) , |E1 (z)|2 /|E2 (z)|2 , so that when the switch is in
a CROSS (or BAR) state then ER < 0dB (or ER > 0dB).
Evidently, the switch is optimized when the ER at both
temperature states are at a maximum absolute value and of
opposite sign.
Based on the eigenmode analysis results of Subsection
IV-A, it can be deduced that the most important aspect of the
MMI-switch design is the thermo-optically controlled phasematch length of the beating modes. This is directly related
to the effective index differences and the optimum switching
length of MMI-waveguide is given by
LMMI =

LB,(U) LB,(H)
λ0 /2
=
,
|LB,(U) − LB,(H) | |∆nS−A
− ∆nS−A
|
eff,(U)
eff,(H)

(6)

where “U” and “H” denote the unheated and heated states
of the component, respectively. It is important to note that
Eq. (6) specifies the MMI-waveguide length where the phasedifference accumulated by the mode beating in the heated and
unheated states is equal to π [41]. In order to theoretically
achieve infinite extinction ratio in both states (CROSS and
BAR), it is additionally necessary to ensure that both LB,(U)
and LB,(H) are divisors of LMMI . This somewhat strict criterion
rarely applies, so, a finite maximum of the component ER can
be found for an MMI length in the vicinity of LMMI . Using
Eq. (6), we calculated LMMI as a function of the polymerwidth, WMMI , and we observed that the optimum (smallest)
LMMI values are close to the lower allowed polymer-widths,
and increase monotonically as the width increases. Evidently,
when the first higher-order (anti-symmetric) mode is close to
its cut-off width, then, the thermo-optic effect has a strong
impact on the multi-mode phase-matching employed for the
switching. Based on these remarks, and in order to minimize
the component length and hence the insertion losses, we
propose a MMI width as close as possible to the cut-off of the
second-order mode, allowing, of course, for a safety-margin.
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For the remainder of this Section, a WMMI = 800nm is adopted
leading to LMMI ≈ 58.3µ m. This choice will be further justified
in the end of Subsection IV-B. Having set the polymer width
and hence the LMMI , it can be shown that the upper-bound
(envelope) of the ERmin attained at a given MMI-waveguide
length (z) due to phase-mismatch is given by
· µ
¶¸
z
2 π
ER∆φ (z) = tan
+1 .
(7)
4 LMMI
Please note that the ER at the heated or unheated states can
surpass the upper-bound of Eq. (7), but, the aggregate (worstcase) component ER is strictly bounded by it, peaking at odd
multiples of LMMI .
In order to more accurately understand the component
performance, it is imperative to investigate the effect of the
propagation lengths of the beating MMI modes on the acquired
ER. Figure 7(b) highlights the considerable difference in
the propagation lengths of the symmetric and anti-symmetric
modes of the structure. When both modes propagate along the
MMI waveguide, they are subject to different losses and this
eventually translates to a reduction in the beating observed. As
a result, after a certain distance, one mode (the less lossy) will
effectively dominate; this in turn means that routing will not be
possible since no beating occurs, i.e. ER≈ 0dB, independently
of the MMI-waveguide length. It is inferred that if both modes
had the same propagation losses, then, the beating would
remain equally intense along the MMI waveguide, thus leaving
the ER of that temperature-state unaffected. For this reason we
must account for the propagation loss difference, quantifying
it with the characteristic length
L∆α , 4

S
A
Lprop
Lprop
,
S
A |
|Lprop
− Lprop

(8)

that is in general different for the heated and unheated states.
The penalizing effect of propagation loss difference diminishes
as L∆α increases.
The last aspect to be investigated is the effect of the
input/output Y-junctions of the MMI switch, Fig. 6. In an
injudicious approach, one would expect that the Y-junctions
would equally excite the symmetric and antisymmetric modes
of the MMI or, inversely, of the decoupled waveguide pair.
However, our numerical FE-BPM simulations revealed that
this is not the case, and in fact, an non-educated selection of
the Y-junction parameters could lead to excitation ratios far
from 1:1. Furthermore, the analytical model predicts that the
optimal excitation ratios of the input and/or output Y-junctions
of the MMI switch should not be set to such trivial values,
i.e. 1:1, since they can be used to counteract the penalizing
effect of propagation loss difference, effectively optimizing
the overall component performance. For example, the input
excitation ratio, RS/A , could imbalance the power ratio of the
interfering MMI modes (favoring the lossiest one) so as to
attain a power equilibrium at the MMI-waveguide length of
z = LMMI where additionally the phase-mismatch is maximal.
In our approach, we have chosen for simplicity, and without
loss of generality, to set the output Y-junction to a power
excitation ratio equal to unity and subsequently optimize
the input Y-junction ratio, RS/A , by tailoring its structural

dimensions. It is intuitively understood that, if the propagationloss difference between symmetric and anti-symmetric modes
[i.e. the characteristic length of Eq. (8)] is different for the
two temperature-states, then, optimization of the RS/A for one
temperature-state would lead to a performance degradation for
the other. The optimal value suggested by the analytical model
is found by averaging the propagation loss difference of the
unheated and heated states:
µ
¶¸
·
1
1
RS/A = exp 2LMMI
+
.
(9)
L∆α ,(U) L∆α ,(H)
Taking into account the characteristic length of Eq. (8) and
the input excitation ratio RS/A , the upper-bound of the ER due
to the propagation-length difference along the MMI-waveguide
(z) is given by
µ
¶
ln(RS/A )
z
ER∆α (z) = coth2
−
,
(10)
L∆α
4
at each temperature state. It is thus evident that the difference
of the characteristic lengths L∆α of the two temperature-states
also limits the extra ER-improvement available by properly
engineering the input and output Y-junctions. We introduce
this aspect using
L∆2 α , 2

L∆α ,(U) L∆α ,(H)
|L∆α ,(U) − L∆α ,(H) |

(11)

that quantifies the double differential propagation-length between mode orders (S, A) and between temperature states (U,
H). It can be shown that the maximum allowed ER equals
µ
¶
2 LMMI
ERmax = coth
(12)
L∆2 α
when the component is optimized with respect to the RS/A .
As foretold, this maximum ER level can only be attained
if the beating lengths of both temperature states, Eq. (4),
are divisors of LMMI . If that is not the case, the lowest ER
expected should exceed cot2 (π LB,av /8LMMI ), where LB,av ,
0.5(LB,(U) + LB,(H) ) is the average beating length of the two
states, Eq. (7).
Concluding this theoretical investigation, the insertion losses
along the MMI-waveguide (z), neglecting all losses related to
the input/output Y-junctions, are given by
ILMMI (z) =

2RS/A |e−2γS z | + 2|e−2γA z |
p
,
( RS/A + 1)2

(13)

for each temperature state of the switch. According to Eq. (13),
the IL of the MMI-waveguide is always between the propagation losses of the two supported modes.
Finally, in order to demonstrate the effect of the various
design aspects outlined, an example of the analytical model
will be presented. Figure 8 depicts the ER along an 800nmwide MMI-waveguide of length z, clearly demonstrating the
difference of the beating-lengths between the temperaturestates, that eventually accumulates to an optimum available
ERmin (shaded regions) when z ≈ LMMI . A local maximum
of the component ERmin can be approximately found every
LB,av ≈ 2.85µ m. The input excitation-ratio for this example
is set at (a) RS/A = 1 and (b) the optimum of RS/A = 2.1.
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Fig. 9. Numerically calculated (FE-BPM) output-port ER as a function
of the MMI waveguide length. The MMI width is 800nm and the optimized input/output Y-junction parameters are defined in subsection IV-C. An
ERmin ≈ 30dB is attained at Lopt ≈ 57.9µ m.
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Fig. 8. Analytically predicted beating as a function of the MMI-waveguide
length for the two temperature states (WMMI = 800nm). The input excitation
ratio, RS/A , is (a) equal to unity, (b) optimized according to Eq. (9). The
output excitation ratio is always kept at unity. The available ranges for
switching are marked with the shaded regions. The upper-bounds imposed
by the propagation-length difference, Eq. (10), are plotted with colored (a)
dotted, (b) dash-dot lines. The envelope of the component ER, Eq. (7), is
plotted with the black dashed line.

The upper-bound of the ERmin envelope is dictated in all
cases by Eq. (7), depicted with the dashed line. When the
input excitation ratio RS/A is optimized, Fig. 8(b), the two
coth-bounds (dash-dot lines) intersect exactly on LMMI thus
attaining the ERmax predicted by Eq. (12), i.e. contributing to
a 30dB increase in ER with respect to the previous case. This
is due to the fact that the characteristic lengths, Eq. (8), of the
two temperature states are almost equal, i.e. L∆2 α À LMMI .
This stands for the appropriately selected polymer-width of
800nm, Fig. 7(b), where the difference of the propagation
lengths of the beating modes is almost the same for the two
S−A
S−A
temperature states, ∆Lprop,(U)
≈ ∆Lprop,(H)
.
C. Performance Evaluation by BPM Simulations
In order to accurately and efficiently assess the overall
performance of the proposed MMI switch, the full-vector
finite-element BPM is again employed [34]. It is important to
note that when using the BPM for the simulation of waveguide
components where the supported modes have differences in
their effective propagation indices, special care should be taken
in the choice of the reference refractive index of the method in
order to balance the unavoidable numerical dissipation. This
is of crucial importance in the context of the MMI switch

studied in this work, where the relative magnitude of the
beating modes greatly affects the component performance.
Firstly, the input/output Y-junctions, Fig. 6, were designed
by means of our FE-BPM for an optimum excitation ratio.
Based on the analytical modeling of Subsection IV-B, Rin
S/A =
out
2.1 and RS/A = 1 are targeted. The FE-BPM simulations
conducted towards this goal, consisted of exciting one input
port of the input Y-junction with the fundamental mode of
the reference DLSPP waveguide, Fig. 1, propagating up to the
output-port, and finally, calculating the (power) vector-overlapintegral ratio of the output field with the TM00 and TE00 mode
of the MMI. Only the input Y-junction was parametrically
investigated with the FE-BPM since the output Y-junction
parameters can be deduced from reciprocity considerations.
The resulting structural parameters of the input/output Yjunctions, as depicted in Fig. 6, are: DSB = 6µ m, LSB = 10µ m,
LT = 10µ m leading to WTin = 1.05µ m and WTout = 1.30µ m.
Note that in our design the input/output Y-junctions contain
tapered waveguides in both the dual S-bend and straight
sections; this aims to reduce the junction radiation losses while
attaining the targeted RS/A .
Subsequently, the entire component, i.e. the concatenation
of the Y-combiner, the MMI-waveguide and the Y-splitter
was simulated with the FE-BPM. In these simulations only
the straight (non-tapered) MMI-waveguide is heated during
the switching, and the developed refractive index change is
assumed uniform across the polymer in the xy-plane. The
numerically calculated output port ER, expressed as a function
of the MMI-waveguide length, temperature-shift and operating
wavelength, is displayed in Figs. 9, 10 and 11, respectively.
In Fig. 9 we notice the features predicted by the analytical
model, i.e. the maximization of ERmin near the characteristic
length LMMI , the optimum length being 57.9µ m where we
attain an ER≈ 30dB. The respective values predicted by the
analytical eigenmode-based model of Subsection IV-B are
58.2µ m and ER> 40dB; both are reasonably close to the
FE-BPM ones, thus confirming the model’s usefulness. For
this MMI-waveguide length, the BAR (CROSS) switch-state
corresponds to the unheated (heated) temperature-state. Fig-

ER (dB)
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optimal value Lopt ≈ 57.9µ m are considered.
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Fig. 11. Numerically calculated (FE-BPM) spectral response of the MMI
switch at the optimal MMI length of Lopt ≈ 57.9µ m. The component bandwidth where ERmin > 10dB is approximately 43nm.

ure 10 presents the temperature-sensitivity of the component,
where we note that small deviations from the optimum MMI
length can lead to performance degradation in one of the
two switch-states (CROSS or BAR). The other switch-state
does not suffer irreparably since an optimal temperature-shift
value (∆T ) can always be found inside the operating range,
0-100K. Finally, the spectral response is presented in Fig. 11,
indicating a bandwidth of 43nm (or 13nm) for ERmin > 10dB
(or 20dB); the −10dB bandwidth is approximately 11nm, i.e.
the component is more resonant near its peak performance than
the MZI. It is easily inferred that an offset from the optimal
MMI-waveguide length translates to a proportional shift of
the wavelength where the component performance is (locally)
optimal. Our FE-BPM simulations revealed a ±25nm-shift
in the optimum wavelength for a ∓0.5µ m-shift from the
optimum MMI-waveguide length.
The insertion losses of the MMI switch, including the Yjunction contributions, are below 11dB and the component
footprint if roughly 100 × 10µ m2 . Both these values could
be further reduced for other designs of the input/output Yjunctions; however, only small improvements are anticipated.
V. D ISCUSSION & C ONCLUSIONS
Longitudinally arranged 2 × 2 thermo-optic switches based
on dielectric-loaded plasmonic (DLSPP) circuitry have been

thoroughly studied. Simple analytical models were employed, supported by fully-vectorial numerical simulation
tools, namely an eigenmode solver and an advanced beam
propagation method (BPM), both based on the finite-element
method (FEM). The switching configurations analyzed were
derived from a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) and a
multi-mode interference (MMI) coupler. The resulting systemlevel specifications and the fabrication-related aspects are
summarized in Table I.
The respective specifications of a DLSPP dual-microring
add/drop filter [26], operated as a symmetric 2 × 2 switch,
indicate an output-port extinction (ER) of 10dB, insertion
losses (IL) of 5-15dB and a −3dB bandwidth of 4nm.
Comparing these specifications with those of Table I, we
conclude that our longitudinal DLSPP switch designs considerably overpower the respective microring-based designs in
terms of performance and bandwidth, however coming short
in terms of component footprint. Another drawback of the
microring-design is the considerable IL difference between the
switch output-ports. For exactitude of comparison, we stress
that in [26] a considerably smaller thermo-optic coefficient
(TOC) was adopted for the polymer-loading. However, the
spectral-response features of the microring-based designs are
indicative of their inherent performance limitations, revealing
a disproportionately small increase of ER with respect to
the TOC increase; the respective increase in the longitudinal
designs is almost proportional, as witnessed by this work and
[34].
The MZI design is based on a fundamental operation
principle and serves mainly as a reference for the novel MMI.
The latter demands for the consideration of more subtle design
aspects, exhibits slightly higher insertion losses and footprint,
equivalent output-port extinction ratio, smaller bandwidth and
increased sensitivity to fabrication length accuracy. However,
as predicted by Eq. (13), the IL of the MMI-waveguide are
lower than the IL along a single-mode waveguide of the
same length, owning to the contribution of the low-loss TE00
mode. This means that increased MMI-waveguide lengths
would not considerably increase the IL. Moreover, setting the
MMI length to 2LMMI and temperature-tuning in the available
range can be used to compensate any ER degradations due to
fabrication length deviations for both switch-states (CROSS
and BAR), while, at the same time, allowing for halved
temperature shifts and/or operating-wavelength tuning.
From the manufacturing viewpoint, the MZI switch is quite
sensitive to the fabrication of the 3dB-couplers, which forces
for correct gap resolution between the coupled waveguides.
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Thermo-optic control could potentially compensate some offsets. On the other hand, the MMI switch design is not as
sensitive to fabrication issues: its most challenging parts,
the Y-junctions, only affect the optimization of the switch
performance in the 10-30dB ER-range. Moreover, the heatingcurrent path is well defined, so the need to confine the
thermal effect with appropriate electrode placement is entirely
alleviated.
Finally, it would be instructive to compare these switching
configurations to similar silicon-based ones. To this end,
a figure-of-merit (FoM) equal to the ratio of index-change
over the required power density is adopted [13], characterizing the switching structures with respect to their potential
for dense chip-scale integration. For the air-clad DLSPP
waveguide residing on a silica substrate, one rough estimate
for the driving power needed for a π -phase-shift is [25]:
Pπ ∼ 0.5(κλ /TOC)(w/h) ∼ 0.5mW, where κ = 0.2W/mK
is a typical polymer thermal conductivity and w, h are the
polymer ridge width and height, Fig. 1. The resulting FoM =
(TOC × ∆Tmax )/(Pπ /Aeff ) is in the order of 10−7 cm2 /W.
This is several orders of magnitude higher (lower) than
that reported for plasmonic component relying on all-optical
(electro-optical) effects [13]. On the other hand, equivalent
silicon-based thermo-optic modulators [27], [28], [29] also
operate in sub-mW powers, but exhibit somewhat smaller
index-changes and effective areas, that eventually leads to
smaller FoM ∼ 10−8 cm2 /W. Moreover, the switching times
of these components are generally higher than the DLSPP
components’ examined here, in the order of 10-100µ sec. The
comparative advantages of these silicon-based components are
the negligible IL and the technological maturity associated
with the SOI platform.
In overall, the longitudinal DLSPP-based switches presented
in this work can constitute a compelling alternative to the
other comparable thermo-optic configurations, i.e. the DLSPP
resonator-based ones and the silicon-based longitudinal ones.
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